I PRO 308: motoPRO
Background

Motorcycles don’t talk back to riders

Sensors may gauge bike’s performance but not biker’s

Most riders’ training ends once they get licensed
Our Team

Mission: To research technologies, collaborate with community and build foundation for future IPROs

Grouping: Fluid team structure, no permanent divisions

Task management and scheduling: Small, task-oriented groups

Monitoring and adaptability: Self-monitored, time-sensitive individual and paired projects
OUR TEAM

Jeff
Head graphic designer and IPRO day coordinator

Haochen
Agenda keeper, researcher, video editor

Joe
Interviewer, researcher, writer

Arun
Interviewer

Corey
Lead prototype developer

Faraz
iGroups moderator, interviews, cameras
OUR TEAM

and

Professor Alon Friedman
Director of Information Technology
IIT Institute of Design

Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) Instructor
All-weather motorcycle rider (he owns 3!)
Project work

• History

• Data collection and conclusions

• Value-addition
Project work

• Impacts, risks and challenges

• Ethics

• Continuity
Problem solving techniques

Research

Methods

Innovations
Accomplishments

• Familiarization with technology and community

• Interview data

• Initial prototype
Questions?